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- LAB ALERT: FIRST colourless melee-sized (1.6 mm)
CVD synthetic detected in a parcel of natural diamonds
xx
s

On March 20th – during the DiamondShow in Basel – GGTL Laboratories has detected the first
high-quality colourless CVD synthetic diamond in a parcel of melee diamonds. It is an as-grown
(= untreated) type IIa diamond of F colour and IF clarity.

After several years of rumours and fear of the trade of colourless CVD synthetic
diamonds polluting parcels of natural colourless diamonds and after 10% of
≈15 million colourless melee diamonds tested in the past 5 years at our
laboratories, GGTL Laboratories has finally found the very first undeclared
melee-sized colourless CVD synthetic diamond in a parcel of ≈6’000 natural
diamonds that have been purchased in India. This diamond was found during
the DiamondShow in Basel, where we were exhibiting with our DFI Mid-UV
Laser+ fluorescence system.
Figure 1: The first melee-sized

GGTL Laboratories is testing large amounts of colourless and coloured melee (1.6 mm diameter) colourless
diamonds for the watch and jewellery industry and has recently detected the CVD synthetic diamond, not
very first undeclared melee sized CVD synthetic diamonds of vivid yellow treated post growth, as seen
under crossed polarizing filters.
colour in a parcel of melee diamonds originating from Hong Kong (see our The gray to black lamellar
bands
are
Newsletter #4 from March 20th 2015, or The Journal of Gemmology LINK, Vol. extinction
characteristic for CVD synthetic
34, No. 4, 2014, pp. 300–302).
diamonds.
The discovery of the first colourless CVD diamond in melee parcels was much
anticipated but it finally took unusually long for the first undeclared melee
sized stone to be actually found in the market.
This tiny (1.6mm diameter) CVD synthetic diamond was graded F colour, had no inclusions at 10x and
hence was graded IF clarity. Under crossed polarizing filters, immersed in methylene iodide, the stone
exhibited distinct gray to black lamellar extinction, typical for CVD synthetic diamond (Figure 1). When not
familiar with this more lamellar appearing pattern, one may confuse this with the so-called Tatami strain
pattern, so typical for natural (and HPHT treated natural) type IIa and low nitrogen type Ia diamonds.
Main characteristics of the colourless CVD diamond:
-

Type IIa.
Transparent to UV.
Rich in silicon defects.
F colour, IF clarity, untreated (« as-grown »).
Many defects characteristic for CVD diamond observable in photoluminescence spectroscopy.
Typical strain patterns under crossed polarizing filters.
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The major difference to existing instruments is that the DFI needs an operator,
obvious choice for us. The logical reason for this is that a well-trained and vigilant technician will be able
to note slight anomalies which can be indications that permit to detect new production methods or
treatments applied to synthetics (e.g. the "HIH" HPHT synthetic diamonds, see our newsletter from the 1st
September 2011). This is a significant advantage which no automated system will ever be able to offer.
Additionally, a non-automated system permits to analyse stones of all dimensions, which is today –
especially in the watchmaker industry – an important requirement for diamonds of small diameters. Here
as well the automated systems suffer from a big handicap since they are unable to analyze really small
Figure 3:
stones.
The laser photoluminescence

spectrum recorded using a 532

nm laser confirms the findings of
Another fundamental difference is that except in some very rare cases the DFI offers
only two replies:
the DFI system and clearly
"natural" or "synthetic".
identifies the stone as a CVD
synthetic
The option "to be sent to a laboratory" does not represent a great interest for the
trade.diamond.
An instrument
that screens stones by giving the two possibilities "natural" and "to be sent to the laboratory" does only
present limited interest as long as the machine is mainly based on type IIa determination: one can send
the entire parcel to the lab directly immediately instead for a quick type IIa test, something not very
difficult to achieve with the right equipment. After such a quick test the IIa’s are tested in the lab and the
problem is solved.
In fact, in virtually all parcels composed of 100% natural diamonds one will find stones that present
characteristics which will tell the automatic screening instrument that they need to be sent to the
laboratory, which represents a loss of time and money.
Furthermore, how can one return a parcel to a dealer several weeks after having purchased it, just
because the detection of potential synthetic diamonds has taken so long? - A delicate situation and source
This small diamond is thus the very first published confirmed melee-sized CVD synthetic diamond that
of many problems. The traders need clear and especially rapid answers.
has been discovered by a laboratory in a parcel of natural diamonds submitted by a client for testing.
We have to point out though, that in millions of diamonds we have not found one single synthetic stone
and that for the time being this CVD synthetic diamond described here has the same “exotic” status like
the yellow CVD diamond discovered in a parcel in autumn 2014.
Until these cases occur repetitively and in higher percentages than 0.016% (1 stone in 6000) there is no
reason to believe that high-quality melee-sized colourless CVD synthetic diamonds are currently a major
problem of the diamond market.
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